
Clark County School District

Paradise Professional
Development School

School Performance Plan: A Roadmap to Success

Paradise Elementary School has established its School Performance Plan for the school year. This plan
was developed by the school’s continuous improvement (CI) team and informed by a comprehensive
needs assessment that included data analysis and meaningful engagement with the school community. It
includes the school's goals and process developed during Act 1. The CI team will monitor implementation
throughout the school year and evaluate and update the goals at the end of the year.

Principal: Annemarie Stover
School Website: www.paradisepds.com
Email: clarkad@nv.ccsd.net
Phone: 702.799.5660
School Designations: Title I CSI TSI TSI/ATSI

Our SPP was last updated on 10.24.22
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School Demographics and Performance Information
In compliance with federal and state law, Nevada’s K-12 Accountability Portal provides detailed information about each school’s student and staff
demographics and school performance rating, a star rating system based on the Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF). You can find our
School Rating report at http://nevadareportcard.nv.gov/DI/nv/clark/paradise_professional_development_elementary_school/2022/nspf/.

Inclusion of this link replaces completion of the tables in the previous year’s SPP.

School Continuous Improvement (CI) Team
The Continuous Improvement Team is made up of a diverse group of school administrators, teachers, staff, caretakers, and students. This team
meets regularly to develop, monitor, and continually respond to the school’s teaching and learning needs.

Name Role

Annemarie Stover Principal(s) (required)

Shannon Lively Other School Leader(s)/Administrator(s) (required)

Natalie Hunsaker, Donna Seals, Marqita Thompson, Satyra Thompkins, Patricia
Wade

Teacher(s) (required)

Jarrod Friday, Mavis Holloway Paraprofessional(s) (required)

Angela Beanland, Melissa Davis, Lia Jones Parent(s) (required)

Tribes/Tribal Orgs (if present in community)
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School Community Outreach
This section highlights our school’s deliberate and strategic efforts to engage the broader school community in our continuous improvement
efforts by keeping them informed on our progress and learning and eliciting their feedback and perspective.

Outreach Activity Date Lessons Learned from the School Community

Staff Meeting 9/16/2022 Focus on PLCs and opportunities for lesson planning/collaboration

SOT Team Meeting 10/18/2022 Parents would like additional opportunities for tutoring and extra-curricular activities
as well as what technology supports can be provided at home

Grade Level PLC Meetings 10/18/2022 Grade levels would like additional support in how to target students’ specific learning
deficits—how can we utilize the MAP Learning Continuum more fully (i.e. how do we
make it all work), how can upper grades teachers support LETRS strategies to fill in
foundational skills while teaching grade level content
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School Goals
The school goals were developed over a series of five events and included opportunities for teachers, parents, and students to share their
experience and ideas for improvement. The tables on the following pages capture key aspects of the process the CI team engaged in during the
creation of this plan.

Inquiry Area 1 - Student Success
Part A

Student Success

Student Performance Social and Emotional Learning Access to Rigorous Texts and Tasks

Data
Reviewed

SBAC Assessment Data for SY 20-21 AND
SY 21-22

NWEA MAP Assessment Data for SY
20-21 and SY 21-22

CCSD District Survey
CCSD Panorama Survey Results
(Grades 3-5)

Schoolwide Classroom Walkthrough
Data from SY 21-22

NEPF Classroom Observational Data (SY
21-22)

Review of Lesson Plans and Student
Work Artifacts

SBAC Assessment Data for SY 20-21 AND
SY 21-22

NWEA MAP Assessment Data for SY
20-21 and SY 21-22

CCSD District Survey
CCSD Panorama Survey Results
(Grades 3-5)

Schoolwide Classroom Walkthrough
Data from SY 21-22

NEPF Classroom Observational Data (SY
21-22)

Review of Lesson Plans and Student
Work Artifacts

SBAC Assessment Data for SY 20-21 AND
SY 21-22

NWEA MAP Assessment Data for SY
20-21 and SY 21-22

CCSD District Survey
CCSD Panorama Survey Results
(Grades 3-5)

Schoolwide Classroom Walkthrough
Data from SY 21-22

NEPF Classroom Observational Data (SY
21-22)

Review of Lesson Plans and Student
Work Artifacts

Areas of Strength:
Grade levels have a more targeted approach/focus during collaboration/planning time.
School is utilizing aligned Tier 1 instructional materials.
All staff members have access to curriculum and materials
Administration has provided coaching/embedded support as needed.
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All staff members have access to varied, virtual PD opportunities.

Areas for Growth:
Students are still struggling with math fact fluency.
The peer walkthrough form was not fully developed during SY 21-22. The team needs to develop this more fully.
Teachers need more time/opportunities for collaboration (unwrapping standards/previewing standards at the beginning of a
unit of instruction, etc.)

Problem
Statement

15.1% of our students in Grades 3-5 are proficient in mathematics as measured by the 2022 Spring Math SBAC assessment.

21.5% of our students are proficient in ELA as measured by the 2022 Spring ELA SBAC assessment.

Critical Root
Causes

● Tier 1 math and reading instruction is not consistent across all grade levels
● Inconsistent small group differentiated instruction in math and reading.
● Academic discourse was inconsistent during mathematics and reading instruction
● Students do not have a solid understanding of math fact fluency

Part B

Student Success

School Goal:

By May 2023, Paradise PDS will increase its math proficiency from 15.5%
proficient to 20.5% as demonstrated by the SBAC Math Assessment.

100% of Paradise PDS will show growth on the Spring NWEA MAP Math
assessment.  Students below the 50th percentile on the Fall NWEA MAP
Math assessment will increase their total score by 20 points on the Spring
NWEA MAP Math assessment. Students at/above the 50th percentile will
increase their Spring NWEA MAP Math assessment score by 10 points.

Aligned to Nevada’s STIP Goal:
Goal #3 (All students experience continued academic growth)
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READING

By May 2023, Paradise PDS will increase its reading proficiency from
21.5% proficient to 26.5% as demonstrated by the SBAC Reading
Assessment.

100% of Paradise PDS will show growth on the Spring NWEA MAP Reading
assessment.  Students below the 50th percentile on the Fall NWEA MAP
Reading assessment will increase their total score by 20 points on the
Spring NWEA MAP Reading assessment. Students at/above the 50th
percentile will increase their Spring NWEA MAP Reading assessment score
by 10 points.

Improvement Strategy: Schoolwide implementation of enVision 2020 Mathematics curriculum, academic discourse strategies, grade
level/collaboration planning time to unwrap math standards

Evidence Level (1-Strong; 2-Moderate; 3-Promising; 4-Demonstrates a Rationale): 3

Intended Outcomes: Increase math proficiency in Grades K-5

Action Steps:
● enVision 2020 Mathematics Professional Development for all classroom teachers
● Collaboration/planning time for grade levels to review enVision implementation in alignment with District Pacing Guide
● Collaboration/planning time to unwrap math standards in alignment with District Pacing Guide
● Academic Discourse Professional Development
● Conduct classroom walkthroughs to monitor implementation of enVisions 2020 Mathematics curriculum/alignment of student task to

grade level learning standard
● Peer walkthroughs to observe math instruction and expand pedagogical skills/best teaching practices/strategies in mathematics
● Professional development on how to address unfinished learning/pre-teach skills in preparation for new mathematics units

Resources Needed:
● enVisions 2020 Mathematics Teachers’ Guides/Savaas Online Materials
● enVisions 2020 Math Manipulatives Kits
● ELLD Instructional Materials and Staff
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Challenges to Tackle:
● Time for collaboration/planning/professional development

Improvement Strategy: Implement Common Tier 1 Phonics Curriculum in Grades K-3 (95 Core Phonics) and as a differentiated support in Grades
4-5 as well as LETRS Professional Development Series (Pre-K to Grade 5)

Evidence Level (1-Strong; 2-Moderate; 3-Promising; 4-Demonstrates a Rationale): 3

Intended Outcomes: Increase reading proficiency in Grades K-5 (specifically in Foundational Skills in Grades K-3)

Action Steps:
● Implement 95 Core Phonics Tier 1 Phonics Instructional Program in Grades K-3
● Implement 95 Core Phonics as a differentiated instruction support for Grades 4-5
● Implement Kid Lips for Grades K-2 to support 95 Core Phonics
● Professional Development on Phonics/Phonemic Awareness/Foundational Skills (LETRS PD Series)
● Collaboration/planning time for Grade Levels to discuss implementation
● RBG3 Strategist will model in all classrooms and support grade level collaboration/planning.

Resources Needed:
● 95 Core Phonics Program Materials (Grades K-5)
● Kid Lips Curriculum (Grades K-2)
● LETRS Professional Development Series Teachers Guides

Challenges to Tackle:
● Time
● Becoming familiar with new curriculum programs/structures

Equity Supports. What, specifically, will we do to support the following student groups around this goal?

English Learners: Utilize Spanish resources in enVisions 2020 Mathematics curriculum, increased use of pictures/visuals/manipulatives,
repetition of patterns, increased opportunities for academic discourse, utilize visual aid cards in Kid Lips and 95 Core Phonics curriculums

Foster/Homeless:  Ensure students have access to technology resources (i.e. Chromebooks, iPads, hotspots, Clever, etc.)

Free and Reduced Lunch: Increased use of pictures/visuals/manipulatives, repetition of patterns, increased opportunities for academic
discourse, address personal needs (Maslow before Blooms)--have additional nutritional snacks in the classroom
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Migrant:  N/A

Racial/Ethnic Minorities: Increased use of pictures/visuals/manipulatives, repetition of patterns, increased opportunities for academic
discourse, provide opportunities for application/real-world experiences, cultural representation through instructional materials, purposeful
planning of relevancy (NEPF Instructional Practice Standard 4.1)

Students with IEPs: Modify lesson to meet students’ individual levels/IEP goals, multiple opportunities for exposure to skill/objective

Inquiry Area 2 - Adult Learning Culture
Part A

Adult Learning Culture

Instructional Practice Instructional Leadership
Systems and Structures that Support

Continuous Improvement

Data
Reviewed

Classroom Walkthrough Data

NEPF Observational Data

PLC Agendas/Minutes/Weekly Data

CCSD District Wide Survey Data

Student Achievement Data (SBAC
Assessment Data and NWEA MAP
Assessment Data)

School Wide Intervention Schedule
(Reading Skills Center and Strategist
Pull-out Support)

AIMSWeb Universal Screener Data and
Weekly Progress Monitoring Data

Schoolwide Common Prep Period/Grade

Classroom Walkthrough Data

NEPF Observational Data

PLC Agendas/Minutes/Data

CCSD District Wide Survey Data

Student Achievement Data (SBAC
Assessment Data and NWEA MAP
Assessment Data)

School Wide Intervention Schedule
(Reading Skills Center and Strategist
Pull-out Support)

AIMSWeb Universal Screener Data and
Weekly Progress Monitoring Data

Schoolwide Common Prep Period/Grade

Classroom Walkthrough Data

NEPF Observational Data

PLC Agendas/Minutes/Data

CCSD District Wide Survey Data

Student Achievement Data (SBAC
Assessment Data and NWEA MAP
Assessment Data)

School Wide Intervention Schedule
(Reading Skills Center and Strategist
Pull-out Support)

AIMSWeb Universal Screener Data and
Weekly Progress Monitoring Data

Schoolwide Common Prep Period/Grade
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Level Collaboration Time Level Collaboration Time Level Collaboration Time

Areas of Strength: Grade levels are consistently meeting each week to review their formative or summative assessment data,
grade levels all lesson plan and are in alignment with which grade levels are being taught

Areas for Growth: Grade levels need to focus on taking a more proactive approach to unwrap standards/collaborative prior to
the unit of instruction beginning

Problem
Statement

Grade level teams are lacking consistent structure during PLCs to support Tier 1 instruction.  Grade level teams need additional
support to analyze their assessment data and determine what strategies would best provide remediation.  Grade levels also
need additional time to unwrap standards and be proactive in planning units of Tier I instruction.

Critical Root
Causes

● While Paradise PDS has a PLC structure/tool in place, it is not consistently utilized across all grade levels when
pre-planning for units of instruction

● Staff members do not fully understand the PLC process in regard to data analysis and analyzing student learning tasks
● Staff turnover/new teachers are new to the PLC process
● PLC is often viewed as compliance rather than an instructional tool

Part B

Adult Learning Culture

School Goal: Grade level teams will implement weekly PLC meetings and
follow the PLC/PDCA model to review common grade level formative
assessment data and identify best practices/strategies to support student
achievement.

STIP Connection: Goal #2 (All students have access to effective
educators)

Improvement Strategy: Communicate PLC expectations and meeting structure

Evidence Level (1-Strong; 2-Moderate; 3-Promising; 4-Demonstrates a Rationale): PLC-2

Intended Outcomes: Increased collaboration between/among grade levels to lead to consistent Tier 1 mathematics and reading instruction
and alignment of student learning tasks to standards
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Action Steps:
● Review PLC Schoolwide Expectations
● Professional Development for Grade Level Leads--specific focus on analysis of student misconceptions/next steps
● Provide ongoing professional development for grade level teams regarding effective data analysis (as needed by grade level)
● Administration and Learning Strategist Team will attend PLCs each week to model PLC structure, monitor effectiveness, and provide

feedback
● Administration will collaborate with Learning Strategist Team and grade level teams to examine PLC calendar to build in time for

unwrapping standards in conjunction with summative assessments (Backward Assessment Model) in addition to reviewing formative
assessment data.

Resources Needed:
● Review of Paradise PDS PLC/PDCA Structure (established in SY 20-21)
● Collaboration/Professional Development for Grade Level Leads regarding PLC/PDCA Structure--with a specific focus on analysis of

student misconceptions/next steps
● Professional development for all K-5 classroom teachers aligning student task to standards
● Professional development for all K-5 classroom teachers on the Gradual Release Model and Checking for Understanding
● Paradise PDS Walk-through Data
● Student Achievement Data (Common grade level formative assessment data--enVision 2020 Math Practice Buddy and Quick Checks,

NWEA MAP Data, and Summative Data).
● Professional Development on common formative assessment analysis and NWEA Learning Continuum (led by AARSI and NWEA

Consultant)
● Classroom teachers, learning strategists, administration

Challenges to Tackle:
● Consistency in implementation of PLC/PDCA Structure
● Time for grade levels to collaborate and plan
● While grade levels have common prep periods, implementation of LETRS professional development series is taking away time during

the week for grade levels to collaborate and lesson plan
● Student absenteeism impacts common formative assessment analysis

Equity Supports. What, specifically, will we do to support the following student groups around this goal?

English Learners:  Add an additional component to the PLC/PDCA structure so grade level teams are able to reflect upon EL Learner
performance and how to address those needs, interview EL learners to share their experiences and how staff can address those concerns
during instruction

Foster/Homeless:  PD/Zoom session on how to support students who are in foster care/homeless
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Free and Reduced Lunch: Add an additional component to the PLC/PDCA structure so grade level teams are able to reflect upon FRL
performance and how to address those needs, testing environment of formative and summative assessments (were students’ basic needs
met before completing the assessment)

Migrant:  N/A

Racial/Ethnic Minorities: Add an additional component to the PLC/PDCA structure so grade level teams are able to reflect upon the
performance of various subgroups and how to address those needs

Students with IEPs: Additional opportunities for professional development on accommodations/modifications/IEP supports
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Inquiry Area 3 - Connectedness
Part A

Connectedness

Student Staff Family & Community Engagement

Data
Reviewed

District Survey Data

Attendance Data

CCSD Panorama Survey Data

District Survey Data

Attendance Data

Districtwide Survey Data

Community Feedback (SOT
meetings/Family Engagement Events)

Areas of Strength: CCSD Panorama Survey Data showed that students at Paradise feel a strong sense of belonging at school.
The Nevada School Climate SEL Survey revealed that Paradise showed a higher rate of emotional safety and engagement
(relationships) than the District and State average.

Areas for Growth: Chronic absenteeism rate increased dramatically during SY 21-22 despite students being able to return to
campus for full-time instruction, school staff was not consistent in monitoring student attendance data

Problem
Statement

The chronic absenteeism rate during SY 21-22 was 50.2%.  The current SY 22-23 chronic absenteeism rate is 35%.

Critical Root
Causes

● Parents are not always fully aware of how attendance impacts academic performance and behavior in the elementary
grade

● Lack of consistency in monitoring chronically absent students.
● Families were hesitant to send their students to school post-pandemic as well as during colder seasons when illnesses

spike.
● Families are dealing with trauma and are sometimes unable to send their children to school due to outside concerns.

Part B

Connectedness
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School Goal: Paradise PDS will decrease its chronic absenteeism rate by
10% from 50.2% to 30.2% by May 2023.

STIP Connection: Goal #3 (All students experience continued
academic growth)

Improvement Strategy: Implement an attendance monitoring system for students who have been absent two consecutive days

Evidence Level (1-Strong; 2-Moderate; 3-Promising; 4-Demonstrates a Rationale):  Creating a positive school climate and culture–3

Intended Outcomes: Reduction in chronic absenteeism, increase in average daily attendance

Action Steps:
● Classroom teachers will contact a family when a student has been absent two consecutive days and notate this contact in the Teacher

Contact Log in Infinite Campus.
● Classroom teachers will reach out to families regarding a student’s attendance record after five absences (regardless of consecutive

days)
● The Multidisciplinary Leadership Team (MLT) will monitor students who are chronically absent and invite them to participate in the

Truancy Diversion Program (TDP).
● School Social Worker, School Counselor, and Communities in Schools Liaison will conduct home visits for chronically absent students
● School administration will conduct parent conferences with the families of chronically absent students
● MDT team will work with families to provide access to outside resources (Hazel Home Healthcare, Care Solace, The Harbor, TPOP, etc.)
● Increase opportunities for connectedness so students want to come to school (extra-curricular activities, class meetings, etc.)
● Implement an attendance incentive program that all students can achieve (students who are absent due to medical concerns are still

eligible for the reward)

Resources Needed:
● Truancy Diversion Program (TDP funded by Title I)
● Staff to monitor attendance, call parents, and check in with students
● Administrator available to meet with families

Challenges to Tackle:
● Time
● Staffing (Counselor/Social Worker/CIS are often providing behavioral and counseling support)
● High Transiency Rate (52%)

Equity Supports. What, specifically, will we do to support the following student groups around this goal?
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English Learners: Increased use of pictures/visuals to model/communicate school wide attendance expectations, additional opportunities to
build academic discourse around SEL learning/student connectedness so students want to attend school, monitor attendance data and
implement attendance improvement strategy, administration and MLT will collaborate to ensure students are being monitored and families are
provided assistance as needed

Foster/Homeless:  Ensure students have access to technology resources (i.e. Chromebooks, iPads, hotspots, Clever, etc.), work with families to
address personal needs to ensure students feel safe at school, work with local agencies to access needed resources (with counselor and social
worker), monitor attendance data and implement attendance improvement strategy, administration and MLT will collaborate to ensure
students are being monitored and families are provided assistance as needed

Free and Reduced Lunch:Increased use of pictures/visuals to model/communicate school wide attendance expectations, additional
opportunities to build academic discourse around SEL learning/student connectedness so students want to attend school,  address personal
needs (Maslow before Blooms)--have additional nutritional snacks in the classroom, monitor attendance data and implement attendance
improvement strategy, administration and MLT will collaborate to ensure students are being monitored and families are provided assistance as
needed

Migrant:  N/A

Racial/Ethnic Minorities: Increased use of pictures/visuals of schoolwide attendance expectations and SEL curriculum, increased opportunities
for academic discourse around SEL curriculum/student connectedness so students want to come to school, provide opportunities for
application/real-world experiences, cultural representation through instructional materials, purposeful planning of relevancy (NEPF
Instructional Practice Standard 4.1) of the schoolwide PRIDE expectations and Seven Habits (Leader in Me), monitor attendance data and
implement attendance improvement strategy, administration and MLT will collaborate to ensure students are being monitored and families are
provided assistance as needed

Students with IEPs: Modify lesson to meet students’ individual levels/IEP goals (provide SEL curriculum at differentiated levels), multiple
opportunities for exposure to skill/objective, monitor attendance data and implement attendance improvement strategy, administration and
MLT will collaborate to ensure students are being monitored and families are provided assistance as needed
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COORDINATION OF FUNDS TO SUPPORT THE PLAN WITH OTHER PROGRAMS

Funding Source
Amount Received for
Current School Year

Purpose(s) for which funds are used Applicable Goal(s)

Strategic Budget $3,997,093.26
Staffing, Instructional Supplies, Digital
Curriculums, Technology Supports, Professional
Development, and Collaboration Time

Student Success
Adult Learning Culture
Connectedness

Title I $243,800

Fourth and Fifth Grade class size reduction,
School Counselor, Truancy Diversion Program,
instructional materials, and parent training (extra
duty pay for licensed and support staff)

Student Success

Connectedness

Title III $8,844.00

Imagine Learning  Online Intervention Program to
provide blended learning opportunities for
students to both remediate areas of concern and
provide rigorous instructional tasks at grade level
standards

Student Success

Zoom Funding (EL Weighted
Funds)

$892,102.63

Zoom Reading Center to provide targeted reading
intervention support, Learning Strategists to
provide coaching and professional development
for teachers in literacy (instruction, curriculum,
and assessment), EL Learner Support, PreK
Program, and extended day model to increase
student achievement in literacy and math

Student Success

Adult Learning Culture

SB 515 $78,394

Licensed Social Worker to provide support in
decreasing chronic absenteeism, behavioral
supports to students, and family
engagement/resource support

Connectedness

ESSR $82,592

Three Certified Temporary Tutors (CTTs) to
provide intervention support, Leader in Me
membership/coaching days/student consumables
to support social emotional learning, and after

Student Success
Adult Learning Culture
Connectedness
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school tutoring/Saturday School
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